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The South Dakota State
University Campanile:
Building a Sense of Place

JOHN E. MILLER

"Towers," wrote Erwin Heinle and Fritz Leonhardt in their survey
of the subject, "have played diverse but always important roles in
the architecture of all cultures, often strongly influencing the surroundings." The South Dakota State University Campanile, constructed during the summer and fall of 1929, needs to be understood
as more than simply a bell tower. Its real function is symbolic, instilling pride in and devotion to the institution. It also dresses up
the campus and, not incidentally, memorializes the donor. The history of the campanile, therefore, provides valuable insights into the
ways in which physical structures acquire symbolic meanings and
aid in what folklorist Barbara Allen has called the "fundamental
human experience" of developing a sense of place.^
Erected on the southwest corner of the then South Dakota State
College (SDSC) campus in Brookings, the campanile was built two
years after nearby Lincoln Library and Coolidge Sylvan Theatre and
five years after a decorative gate at the Medary Avenue entrance to
1. Erwin Heinle and Fritz Leonhardt, Towers: A Historical Survey (New York: Rizzoli, 1989), p. 6; Barbara Allen, "Regional Studies in American Folklore Scholarship,"
in Sense of Place: American Regional Cultures, ed. Barbara Allen and Thomas |.
Schlereth (Lexington; University Press of Kentucky, 1990), p. 1.
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the campus.^ Together, these additions to the campus green, or
"quadrangle," were at the heart of an "extensive campus beautjfication effort" during the 1920s. Designed to modernize and improve
the appearance of the campus, the changes also created a new
center for student activities—a place with which many memorable
experiences would be associated over the years.^
t h e three original campus structures—buildings labeled simply
" N o r t h " "Central," and "South"—had gone up between 1883 and
1887. Typical of the institutional architectureof the time, these massive buildings were festooned with arches, gables, recesses, decorative stonework, and other ornamentation but were also designed
to provide maximum use of space. During the early years of the college, they housed practically everything; classrooms, administrative
offices, dormitories, library, and assembly and meeting rooms. Situated on a rise three-quarters of a mile northeast of downtown
Brookings, they were visible to travelers approaching town from east
or west and offered a source of pride for the townspeople.
As student enrollments slowly increased during the early 1900s,
new buildings emerged alongside the original trio. Horticulture and
Engineering buildings (both added in 1901) reflected advancing architectural styles, while the Administration Building (1912, with a north
wing added in 1918), the Stock Pavilion (1918), and the Armory (1918)
progressed even further in the direction of streamlined, modern
design. Starting in the mid-1920s, college administrators took major steps forward in updating the public face of the campus."^ The
neoclassical Lincoln Library, built during 1926 and 1927, presented
an imposing facade on the south end of the quadrangle. Costing
approximately two hundred thousand dollars (the first building in
the state to be financed by a special cigarette tax), the three-story
2. One of sixty-nine land-grant colleges in the United States, the institution was
originally known as Dakota Agricultural College. In keeping with its changing missions, it became the South Dakota State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
in 1907 and South Dakota State University in 1964. For more on the history of the
college and the town of Brookings, see Charles L. Sewrey, A History of South Dakota
State College, 1884-1959 (Brookings: South Dakota State College, 1959); |. Howard
Kramer, South Dakota State University: A History, 1884-1975 {Brookings: South Dakota
State University, 1975); William H. Powers, ed., A History of South Dakota State College (Brookings: South Dakota State College, 1931); and Brookings County History
Book (Brookings, S.Dak.: Brookings County History Book Committee, 1989).
3. industrial Collegian, 1 May 1928.
4. Except for the Animal Health laboratory (Veterinary Building) and a men's dormitory ("Veterans Hall") built during the early 1920s, no major structures were built
on the campus between World War ! and the construction of the Lincoln Library
in 1926-1927. Sewrey, History of South Dakota State College, pp. 65-66.
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structure consisted of red brick and Bedford limestone quarried
in Indiana. Most impressive was its stately entrance, flanked by two
pairs of tali Ionic columns supporting a classical Greek pediment.
The library designer, the Sioux Falls architectural firm of Perkins and
McWayne, had also donated pians for a "sylvan theatre" to be
located directly west of the new building. Facing a long, gentle slope,
the facility could be used for seating at graduations, band concerts,
plays, and other activities. Gifts from the Classes of 1921,1926,1927,
and 1928 financed its estimated fifteen-hundred-dollar construction
cost; the Class of 1929 later donated money for a tile-roofed balcony.
Building materials matched those used in the Lincoln Library, and
the theatre's tree-lined, landscaped location made the spot a picturesque setting for many campus activities.^
College president Charles W. Pugsley, who oversaw this campus
facelift, had previously served as assistant secretary of agriculture
in the F^arding administration. In 1927, he used his Washington, D.C,
5. Industrial Collegian, 5 Apr., 21 Sept. 1927, 3 Jan. 1928, 30 Apr. 1929; Brookings
Register, 6 June 1929.

Built in the 1880s, the three original structures on the
South Dakota State College campus presented an imposing appr.irnnm
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The Lincoln Library (above) and Coolidge Sylvan
Theatre (below) reflected a 1920s trend toward modernization.

connections to persuade President Calvin Coolidge to stop in Brookings on his train trip home from a Black Hills vacation to assist in
dedicating both the library and the new outdoor theatre. On 10
September, an estimated fifteen thousand people turned out to see
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the president and his wife, Grace Goodhue Goolidge, dedicate the
Lincoln Library and daub cement on a stone identifying the adjacent structure as the "Coolidge Sylvan Theatre."*^
Meanwhile, other improvements had been made on the quadrangle directly to the north. During the summer of 1927, the Memorial
Gateway {a gift of the Class of 1924), facing Medary Avenue on the
west, was moved slightly south of its original location to the heart
of a grove of pine trees. Workers also plowed up and seeded the
old road running across the quadrangle up to the Administration
Building, where people had complained about speeding cars and
the dust they raised. Now the entire green was cordoned off from
automobiles and limited to pedestrian traffic. Several old sidewalks
were torn out and replaced, one of them along the path of the old
roadway.^ The Industrial Coliegian, the campus newspaper, reported
"nothing but praise" for the improvements. "Our campus was
beautiful before," the editor wrote, "but the changes have improved
it beyond anything we had hoped for."**
The campus beautification program remained incomplete, however. During 1927, President Pugsley began to think seriously about
finding an alumni donor for a campanile to be located near the
sylvan theatre and the campus gateway. He talked to Robert E. Perkins of Perkins and McWayne, who sketched preliminary plans for
a 170-foot-high tower. During the next two years, Pugsley worked
almost singlehandedly behind the scenes to initiate the project and
negotiate with the architects, donor, and contractors. Even so, the
man who deserves credit for first suggesting the idea to its eventual sponsor was long-time physics and engineering professor
Hubert B. Mathews.
No doubt operating on instructions from the president, Professor
Mathews suggested the bell-tower idea to 1909 graduate Charles L.
Coughlln while visiting with members of the State College Club of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in early 1928. Coughlin, who was treasurer
and general manager of Milwaukee's Briggs-Stratton Company, had
been an electrical engineering student under Mathews two decades
earlier. His business partner was fellow alumnus Stephen Briggs,
with whom he had first teamed up as a starting guard on SDSC's
1906-1907 basketball team. When Mathews informed him that the
approximate cost of the tower would be eighteen thousand dollars.
6. Brookings Register, 15 Sept. 1927; Brookings County Press, 15 Sept. 1927; Sioux
Falls Daily Argus-Leader, 11 Sept. 1927.
7 Industrial Collegian, 21 Sept. 1927; Brookings Register, 18 Aug. 1927
a Industrial Collegian, 21 Sept. 1927.
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College president Charles W, Pugsley (left) and professor
Hubert B. Mathews (right) spearheaded the drive for a campanile.

Coughlin quickly assented to foot the bill. He then authorized President Pugsley to go ahead and select an architect to create a design
for his final approval, and school officials chose the firm of Perkins
and McWayne for the task. Pugsley formally announced Coughlin's
generous gift at graduation exercises in June of 1928.^
A native of Carthage, South Dakota, Coughlin had been a foursport athlete during all four years of college. He played guard in
basketball, halfback and fullback in football, and pitched for the
baseball team. In track, he ran both low and high hurdles, the 220and 440-yard dashes, and relays. After Hobo Day emerged in 1912
as SDSC's homecoming celebration, he frequently returned to
Brookings to participate in the festivities and visit old friends. In
9. Pugsley to Perkins, 3 Feb. 1927, Pugsley to Coughlin, 4 June 1928, Campanile
Press Release, 11 June 1928, Campanile File, Architect's Office, Administration Building,
South Dakota State University, Brookings, S.Dak.; Brookings Register, 14 |une 1928;
Industrial Collegian, Jan. 1907. While visiting the South Dakota State campus in the
late 1940s, Coughlin is reported to have quipped, "If I had known that 1929 was coming
[i.e., the stock market crash and the beginning of the Great Depression], that thing
wouldn't be standing there!" (interview with James Dornbush, Brookings, S.Dak.,
14 June 1991).
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1928 he used the occasion to confer with President Pugsley and the
architects on the details of the proposed tower.'"
Because the campanile was to be located at the southwest corner of the campus, planners designed it to mesh with the red brick
and Bedford limestone of the Lincoln Library and the Cootidge
Sylvan Theatre. "The tower will be of a height," the local newspaper
reported, "that will dominate the campus, town and surrounding
country." A variety of features would enhance its charm, including
electric chimes, floodlights, and a moving-picture projector that
would beam images onto a screen in the Coolidge Theatre." Given
the choice of a 167-foot structure or one thirty feet shorter, Coughlin
opted in February 1929 for the taller one, and invitations for bids
10. Industrial Collegian, 18 Sept., 27 Oct. 1926, Coughlin's athletic exploits appeared
frequently in the Industrial Collegian and Jackrabbit yearbooks from 1905 to 1909.
11. Brookings Register, 14 June 1928.

Successful first as a college athlete and later
as a businessman, Charles L. Coughlin is pictured here (center
front) as captain of the 1908 basketball team.
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were advertised soon thereafter. Specifications called for the first
twenty-four feet of the tower to consist of Bedford limestone. Eight
eight-foot-wide steps would approach the doorways on all four sides
(as built, the campanile has only seven steps). Light posts at the top
of either side of each set of steps would help to illuminate the base.
The next ninety-eight feet would be constructed of red brick, with
two casement windows on two sides and three windows on the remaining sides. Casement doors would open out onto iron-and-stone
balconies on all four faces at the top of the brick section. Above
the tower's main portion would be a thirty-seven-foot chime tower
of the Bedford stone, decorated in a classical motif, with each side
featuring four Ionic columns similar to those on the Lincoln Library.
The electrically operated chimes would be controlled from a small
room at the base. (The controls were later moved to a room in the
Lincoln Library.) Capping the tower would be an eight-foot copper
crown with leaded-glass openings enclosing an airplane beacon.
Along with the tower's height, which reportedly made it the tallest
man-made structure in the state at the time, the eight-millioncandlepower revolving light was its most widely publicized feature.^^
In the interval since the formal announcement of Coughlin's generous gift, cost estimates for the tower had risen as its size and the
number of features grew. "The cost of this campanile is certainly
growing by leaps and bounds," Coughlin wrote Pugsley in December
1928. "I certainly do not want them to erect something that will not
be a credit to the rest of the campus but as you know, the original
thought of the cost was somewhere In the neighborhood of Seventeen Thousand dollars and it now seems that it may cost twice that
much." As the day for opening the bids approached, the president
informed the donor that the lowest bids were apt tocóme in at over
thirty thousand dollars. When Coughlin inquired how much higher
they might be, Pugsley guessed they might exceed forty thousand
dollars and asked, "What Is the limit?" Coughlin replied "the sky,"
indicating that he wanted the best.''^
On 2 April 1929, the Wold-Mark Construction Company of Brookings won the contract with a low bid of $50,679. Seven other firms
had competed for the project, with the highest bid coming in at
$61,600. An Aberdeen firm won the electrical contract with a low
bid of $3794. President Pugsley reported the news to Coughlin over
12. Industrial Collegian. 19, 26 Feb., 12 Mar. 1929; Brookings Register, 21, 28 Feb
14 Mar. 1929.
13. Pugsley to Coughlin, 17 Nov. 1928, Coughlin to Pugsley, 1 Dec. 1928, Notes of
a Telephone Conversation between Pugsley and Coughlin, 28 Mar. 1929, Campanile
File.
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The architect's
rendering of the campanile
depicted an impressive,
modern structure.

the telephone, indicating that the institution would be perfectly willing to have a smaller, less costly tower. While Coughlin acknowledged that the price was high, he joked that all parties involved "had
better go ahead and get signed up before the thing reached
$100,000." Before the tower was completed, architects' fees (three
percent of the construction cost) and other expenses would indeed
jack the price up still higher. The eventual cost of the tower and
landscaping plus the eighteen tubular chimes {which alone cost
$13,500) came to approximately seventy-five thousand dollars.'"
14. Pugsley to Coughlin, 2 Apr. 1929, Notes of a Telephone Conversation between
Pugsley and Coughlin, 4 Apr. 1929, Pugsley to Mrs. L. D. Whittemore, 14 Jan. 1930,
Campaniie File; Industrial Collegian, 9 Apr. 1929; Brookings Register, 11 Apr. 1929.
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At the groundbreaking on 15 April, Professor Mathews appropriately received the honor of turning over the first shovelful of earth.^^
Over the next two months, the tower rapidly took shape as a concrete mixer poured the thirty-square-foot base. Next, four huge steel
corner posts were set in place to await the arrival of the Bedford
stone near the end of May. On 10 June, immediately after graduation exercises in the sylvan theatre, dignitaries conducted the
cornerstone-laying ceremonies. All of Coughlin's classmates from

Professor Mathews broke ground for the campanile in April 1929 as
school officials and contractors' representatives looked on.

the Class of 1909 had been invited back for the occasion, and nine
of the twenty-eight surviving graduates were on hand. Coughlin,
when called on to speak, expressed his pleasure in being able to
make a substantial contribution to the college, and the audience
15. Brookings Register, 18 Apr. 1929. Over the course of three and a half decades
in Brookings, Mathews had become one of SDSC's most respected and popular
teachers. He also served as head of the Physics Department, secretary-treasurer of
the Alumni Association for its first quarter century, and intermittently as vice-dean
of the faculty. He had begun his teaching career with the school in 1892. Brookings
Register, 20 June 1929; Industrial Collegian, 12 Apr, 8 Nov. 1927, 8 Jan. 1929.
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greeted his brief, sometimes humorous remarks with warm applause. For the ceremonial laying of the cornerstone, he used the
same silver trowel that President Coolidge had wielded two years
earlier in dedicating the sylvan theatre. Among the items placed in
the cornerstone were a college catalogue, copies of the industrial
Collegian, a description of the tower, a story about commencement,
and biographical information about the donor."^
That summer the campanile rapidly grew in height, with the bricks
rising at the rate of two and one-half feet a day until the narrowing
of the structure at the top constricted the working quarters. The
tower was almost finished in time for Hobo Day, the scheduled
deadline in early November, but delays in the last shipments of
limestone and intermittent bad weather postponed its completion
until nearly the end of the year. By 15 December, when the college
sponsored a chimes concert to satisfy the curious and to solicit judgment from the experts, everything was in place. F. B. Little, chief engineer for the chimes manufacturer, the Deagan Company of
Chicago, had personally supervised their installation and directed
the program. An estimated five thousand people, many of whom
had driven long distances, showed up for the concert, which was
broadcast over the college radio station, KFDY. In its coverage of
the event, the student newspaper gushed that the structure would
enhance the prestige and influence of the college.''^
Considerable public attention focused on the new chimes tower.
One problem plaguing many observers, then and later, was the question of how to pronounce the word "campanile." The Sioux Falls
Daily Argus-Leader noted that Webster's dictionary offered several
choices and reassured its readers that no pronunciation could be
too far wrong. Others speculated about the distance at which the
tower could be seen. Percy Crothers, a farmer near Badger who was
also the father of engineering dean Harold Crothers, reported being
able to see the beacon from his place thirty-five miles northwest
of Brookings. When the tower opened in March 1930 for public inspection, many people took advantage of the opportunity to ascend
its 180 steps and take in the view. An estimated fifteen hundred persons climbed to the top during the first four days, and by mid-May
an estimated ten thousand had done it.'"

16. industrial Collegian, 7 May 1929; Brookings Register, 30 May, 13 June 1929.
17. Brookings Register, 22 Aug., 17, 31 Oct. 1929; Industrial Collegian, 25 Sept., 16
Oct., 11, 18 Dec. 1929.
18. Sioux Falls Daily Argus-Leader, 20 Dec. 1929; Industrial Collegian, 26 Feb., 12,
19 Mar., 21 May 1930.
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Formal dedication occurred on commencement day, 13 June 1930.
Charles Coughlin returned to Brookings to participate in the ceremonies, this time bringing his father and other family members.
Matthew W. Murphy, Coughlin's boyhood friend and a graduate of
the Class of 1905, spoke at the afternoon program. In his speech,
the successful Fargo, North Dakota, attorney lauded the hardiness
of Dakota Territory's early pioneers in their search for opportunity.
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Coughlin echoed his friend's sentiments, praising the educational
leadership of such SDSC pioneers as President Pugsley, his predecessors, and teachers like engineering professors F^ubert B. Mathews
and Halvor C. Solberg. Tonal music was the order of the day, as a
Deagan Company representative gave chime concerts before and
after both the dedication and graduation ceremonies. In addition,
"Old Faithful," a bell that had been purchased for the college in

One of the highest
structures in the state,
the campanile (lower left) has
given thousands of visitors a
bird's-eye view of the
surrounding countryside.
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1885, sounded from its new perch atop the campanile during the
march of faculty and graduating seniors from the Administration
Building to the CooMdge Sylvan Theatre.'^
Installing the historic "Old Faithful" in the campanile above the
modern chimes was the result of an effort by both students and
school officials to preserve, at least in part, an old campus tradition. In 1925, after four decades of use, the 65Q-pound bell had been
removed from its shaky support in the tower of Old Central and
stored away. Over the years, it had rung out for classes, sounded
the victory signal for away football games, and tolled in mourning
when students died. Many class fights had occurred on the roof
of Old Central when competing groups tried to loft their class flags
on the pole of its bell tower. (Incredibly, no one had ever been
seriously injured in the tussles.) After 1925, a loud steam whistle
marked the beginning and ending of classes, but with construction
of the campanile, college officials announced that in the future the
chimes would provide more melodious signals. Old Faithful would
once again ring out the scores of football and basketball games.^"
Striking the hours and signalling scores were not the reasons for
which the campanile had been built, however. Nor was the playing
of concerts on its eighteen tubular chimes, even though they were
touted at the time as "the most up-to-date possible to be made"
and "among the largest in the United States."^' While appealing,
the music was merely the ostensible reason for the tower's construction. Ancient and medieval European towers had served defensive
purposes as lookout posts and fortification elements, but this application was certainly not relevant in 1929. The tower beacon could
help to guide airplane traffic at a time when air travel was increasing in importance, but that function had clearly been an afterthought. Another practical purpose a tall tower like the campanile
might serve would be to provide a view of the surrounding coun19. Industrial Collegian, 13 June 1930; Brookings Register, 19 |une 1930; Dedication
Address of Matthew W. Murphy, 13 June 1930, Campanile File.
20. Pugsley to |. C. Deagan, Inc., 6 Apr. 1929, Campanile File; Industrial Collegian,
4 May 1926, 23 Apr., 25 Sept., 18 Dec. 1929, 1 Oct. 1930; Brookings Register, 17, 31 Oct.
1929. The idea of adding a clock to the tov^ier has arisen several times in the history
of the campanile. Pugsley had originally hoped to include a clock on all four faces,
an idea abandoned in the planning process. In early 1930, Professor Mathews broached
the clock idea to Coughlin, who replied that the plan should be put on hold until
economic conditions began to improve. In 1968, college president Hilton M. Briggs
also looked into installing a clock and apparently decided against its feasibility. Pugsley
to Perkins, 3 Feb. 1927, Coughlin to Pugsley, 26 Apr. 1930, E. W. Swieden to Briggs,
10 May 1968, Campanile File.
21. Brookings Register, 5 Dec. 1929.
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The campanile became the new home lor the bell that once
rang from the tower of Old Central (foreground).

tryside. Indeed, thousands of people took advantage of this opportunity until the novelty wore off. When spring floods inundated the
area in February of 1932, for instance, large numbers of spectators
climbed the campanile in order to view the floodplain. Even so, that
kind of use had not been foremost in the minds of the donor and
the designers.'^^
Likewise, the tower's creators had quickly abandoned the idea of
projecting movies from it for reasons of both cost and practicality.
In reality, there was no practical reason for building such a tower;
its actual purpose was ornamental and symbolic. Other larger, more
prestigious campuses, such as those of Brown, Yale, the University
of Chicago, and Iowa State University (which had the nearest campanile in the region), had ornamental towers. The purpose of chimes
towers, wherever they were built, was to impress people with their
magnificence, to memorialize some individual or group, or to symbolize the institution.2^
Of course, the recognition such a monument conferred upon the
donor is another consideration. The South Dakota State College
tower was frequently, if not usually, called the "Coughlin Campa22. Heinle and Leonhardt, Towers, pp. 7-8, 164; Industrial Collegian, 2 Mar. 1932.
23. Heinle and Leonhardt, Towers, p. 6; Brookings Register, 12 Dec. 1929.
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nile," and Coughlin's name was etched on the cornerstone as the
donor. In the press publicity his gift generated, Coughlin received
praise for his modesty, his close relationship with his workers, and
the fact that he retained many friends in and around Brookings.

Charles F. (loughlin

Ill plan, iirRaniie ami d i i n i rhc cfluru ui iithen
m iht bell advjunagc in a umimon tause. To repreunl ichkvfmcnl in thit lirid The Jickmhbit pn
KilB a mcnitwr nl (he d i u i.l l«)i». whose succfin iliretling ihc fori'ci in indiHTn nipplcmeiHs hjs
athlctii uiJ (leclrical cnai«erring luctnt ai Side
t.Xlegc. It W.I he. Charla F. f.iughlin, mini in
l<(?) presented Sine ccillc|;c with her molt iiatcK
snii pii-mrcsi}UCMriji:iure, The Camponilc.

In addition to being memorialized in the
campanile, Charles Coughlin earned a
tribute in the 1934 college yearbook.

"Why is he doing this?" the Industrial Collegian asked rhetorically
in November 1928. "Obviously, to show his appreciation and high
regard for his Alma Mater!" Yet, despite Coughlin's generosity and
desire to do something for the college, one has to assume that the
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structure was partly intended to be a monument to a man—Charles
L Coughlin.2t
If the campanile provided a tribute to its donor, even more clearly it symbolized South Dakota State College. From the beginning,
it has served as the emblem of the institution, appearing on bumper
stickers, stationery, decorations, advertisements, and memorabilia.
The yearbook, the Jackrabbit, published in the spring of 1930 was
a virtual campanile catalogue. The structure graced the front cover,
the inside cover, and the title pages in addition to appearing in pictures of campus scenes, graduation, the military band, and others.^^
College catalogues, the student newspaper, alumni newsletters, campus telephone books, recruiting brochures, and school publications
of every kind have also featured the campanile time and time again.
Models of the tower have been sold as souvenirs and used in fundraising campaigns. Signs on highways leading into Brookings have
featured the campanile, and the city itself identifies with the image.
Local telephone books, brochures, annual reports, and other
materials often carry the tower on their covers. The logos designed
for the seventy-fifth and one hundredth anniversary celebrations
of the town both featured the tower prominently. To some degree,
the structure has become a symbol of South Dakota, emblazoned
on postcards, decorative plates, and other items. Next to Mount
Rushmore and Mitchell's Corn Palace, the campanile may rank as
the third most recognizable man-made structure in the state.
What, exactly, does the campanile symbolize? Most obviously, its
great height stands for power, progress, and achievement, making
the structure something to notice and be proud of.^« In addition
to its sheer size, the campanile is also noted for the beauty of its
proportions. Both the stairs and doorways at the ground level and
the chimes tower, with its arches and Ionic columns, produce an
aesthetically pleasing appearance comparable to the best design
24. Industrial Collegian, 13 Nov. 1928, 7 May 1929. Ironically, the editors of the 1934
yearbook, which was dedicated to Coughlin, got his middle initial wrong! South
Dakota State College, Jackrabbit (1934), p. 17.
25. The publication that came out in the spring of 1930 was actually the 1931 yearbook, which was produced by juniors who would graduate in 1931.
26. Tall structures, in some contexts, also signify virility or sexuality, according to
Sigmund Freud and his followers. Predictably, folklore surrounding the campanile
imitates the folk tales of many other campuses. The story goes that a brick falls out
of the structure "every time a virgin passes by it." Of course, bricks do not fall out
(although the Bedford stone at the base has been crumbling increasingly in recent
years), so the implication is obvious. When I was an undergraduate at the University
of Missouri, a similar story circulated about the lions that flank the archway of the
journalism building.
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in other such towers. An important factor in achieving the aesthetic
effect was the designers' masterful integration of modern and classical elements. As the campanile neared completion in November

Its modern and classical styles, comb'med with historical

features, make ¡he campanile an aesthetically plcasinf^ structure.
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The campanile ijuickl^ bfCi/Jie J synibul of both South Udkota .Sídíe College
and Brookings, appearing on everything from publications to highv^/ay signs.
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1929, the Industrial Collegian commented on this successful melding
of styles. "Tradition, mellowed with age," the writer observed, "and
the spirit of modern progress are clasped to each other in the
Charles Coughlin campanile." Earlier in the year, the student newspaper had noted the striking contrast between the new Lincoln
Library and the older buildings on campus whose time had come
and gone: "Old Central. Old North. Landmarks—Pretentious old
edifices in their day, but now nothing but worn out shells amid structures of modern architecture."^'The drawing used for publicity during construction of the campanile emphasized its modern appearance, placing it alongside the many other tall structures that went
up during the 1920s, a time of rapid architectural change when lines
became simpler and more streamlined.^**
Balancing the tower's modern appearance, with its implied emphasis on progress, were historical features. In addition to the Ionic
columns and the presence of "Old Eaithful" in the chimes enclosure, inscriptions above each door at the tower's base memorialized a specific event: "Louisiana Territory Purchased, April 30,1803,"
"Land Grant Colleges Authorized, July 2,1862," "South Dakota State
College Founded, February 21, 1881," and "State of South Dakota
Admitted, February 22,1889." South Dakota celebrated the fortieth
anniversary of its statehood in 1929, and the city of Brookings celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of its founding at the same time. These
milestones served to reinforce the campanile's historical references.
Before the idea of singling out particular historical events had been
decided upon, other alternatives had been considered. The college
librarian, Professor William H. Powers, suggested chiseling the words
"Light," "Order," "Right," and "Art" into the stones over the doors.
Dean George Lincoln Brown considered these terms a little too
vague and recommended the use of "Character," "Science," "Vocation," and "Society" or, instead, "Right," "Order," "Work," and
"Beauty." History professor Albert S. Harding, meanwhile, weighed
in with the names of four of the institution's colleges—Agriculture,
Engineering, Home Economics, and General Science. "This leaves
out Pharmacy," he acknowledged, "but Pharmacy may be moved
sometime."^^ Clearly, college officials and faculty saw the campanile
27. Industrial Collegian, 22 Jan., 2 Nov. 1929.
2a Ibid., 4 June, 2 Oct. 1929. On American architecture in the 1920s, see Spiro Kostof,
A History of Architecture: Settings and Rituals (New York: Oxford University Press,
1985), pp. 707-16, and Leiand M. Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture
(New York: Harper & Row, 1979), pp. 239-51.
29. Powers to Pugsley, 28 Feb. 1929, George L. Brown to Pugsley, 4 Mar. 1929, Har-^
ding to Pugsley, 6 Mar. 1929, Campanile File.
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as more than a structure; it could also be used as a tablet on which
to emblazon ideals or chronicle history Their final decision memorialized dates and events important to both South Dakota and the
institution.
Unfortunately, human error crept into the implementation of this
lofty purpose. An observant local resident pointed out that the 22
February 1889 date for South Dakota statehood inscribed over the
north door was incorrect. That day actually marked congressional
passage of an enabling act that set in motion a lengthy process (including the writing and approval of a state constitution), which finally culminated in South Dakota's formal admission to the Union on
2 November 1889. When consulted, history professor Harding agreed
that the later date should have been carved in the stone over the
door. An embarrassed President Pugsley took responsibility for the
gaffe and informed the media that it would be corrected, either by
replacing the entire stone or by modifying its date. After consulting
with the architectural firm and several experts, who apparently informed him of the difficulty of the job, he quietly dropped the matIn addition to recognizing the universal ideals the campanile
represents, individuals interject their own ideas, feelings, and desires
into interpretations of its symbolism. One member of the SDSC
facultycharacterized the tower this way in a poem published In the
campus newspaper:
And now in the bell-tower are musical chimes.
The symbols of loyalty, beauty, and peace.
Singing their message to hearts tunea to hear.
An uplifting message that never shall cease
To call to endeavor, to cheer, and inspire;
This gift of the old world, at home in the new.
Each day will remind us that all that is best
Shall live on forever, the lovely, the true.^'

For such observers, the area around the campanile resembled what
noted historian of religion Mircea Eliade has called "sacred space."
In the modern, secular world, even profane or desacralized spaces
can become "privileged places, qualitatively different from all
30. Brookings Register, 23 Jan., 6 Feb. 1930; Albert McWayne to Pugsley, 5, 7 Feb.
1930, Pugsley to McWayne, 3, 7, 8 Feb. 1930, Pugsley to Reuben Mark, 5 Feb. 1930, Campanile File.
31. Industrial Collegian. 13 Nov. 1929. On "reading" buildings for their symbolic
content, see James Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten: The Archaeology of Early
American Ufe (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1977), and Henry Glassie, Patterns
in the Material Folk Culture of the Eastern United States (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1968).
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others." Even for the nonreligious person, sites like an individual's
"birthplace, or the scenes of his first love, or certain places in the
first foreign city he visited in youth. . . . still retain an exceptional,
a unique quality; they are the 'holy places' of his private universe."^^
For students, faculty, staff, and loyalists of SDSC, the area around
the campanile and the Coolidge Sylvan Theatre comprised more
than merely bricks and mortar, trees and grass. It embodied everything the college stood for. The activities that took place in this
"sacred space" reinforced these positive associations.
Outdoor graduations, baccalaureate services, band concerts, plays,
pep rallies, and many other events took place in the shadow of the
campanile. The quadrangle had always been important—a place
where marching bands and military squadrons strutted their stuff;
where May Day festivities, including a Maypole dance, occurred;
where engineers practiced surveying techniques; and where ballplayers learned their game. In Memorial Grove just north of the
library, the students who had lost tbeir lives during the Great War
32. Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1959), p. 24. See also Joel P. Brereton, ''Sacred Space," in
The Encyclopedia of Religion, ed. Mircea Eliade, 16 vols. (New York: Macmlllan
Publishing Co., 1987), 12:526-35, and Jonathan Z. Smith, To Take Place: Toward Theory
on Ritual (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), pp. 1-23.

The sylvan theatre and the space surrounding the
campanile provided a special place for ceremonial occasions.
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Hobo Day beard-meanurini; u.j-, one of
the more lighthearted rituais to take place
in the shadow of the campanile.

were remembered on Memorial Day.^^ With the construction of the
sylvan theatre and the campanile, student life shifted even more
toward the south and west corner of the campus. In 1932, the May
33. Information on some of these activities is contained in the nomination forms
for the National Register of Historic Places, located in the files of the Brookings Historic
Preservation Commission in Brookings City Hall. The Cooiidge Sylvan Theatre and
the Coughlin Campanile were placed on the National Register in 1987. Brookings
Daily Register, 2 June 1987.
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Day fete moved to the amphitheatre, where the "Queen of May"
was crowned under the benevolent gaze of the newly arrived dean
of women, Vivian Volstorff. Both the college and Brookings High
School held graduation ceremonies in the amphitheatre.^'* Hobo
Day rituals like bum stews and the measuring of beards and pigtails
occurred there. The space also provided a site for high school student recruitment and alumni group meetings. The 1940 construction of the Pugsley Student Union across Ninth Street south of the
sylvan theatre and the campanile reinforced the tendency for campus life to center in this area.
The 1951 Jackrabbit eloquently summarized the importance of the
campanile and the Coolidge Sylvan Theatre in the experience of
the typical collegian:
Students driving into Brookings from any point on the [compass], north,
east, south or west, see the Campanile towering above the countryside.
It is the first thing students see as they come to South Dakota State College and the lasttTiirigas they leave four years later. These same freshmen
walk down the sloping lawn of the Sylvan Theatre under the shadow of
the Campanile to receive their degrees.
Cowbells clanging and cheerleaders leaping in the air, band concerts
with Christy conducting, pep rallies and May fetes, coke dates, bull sessions on the grass, snowball fights in the winter, just sitting in the warm
spring sun and even studying, all have their origin here.
Lasting friendships are made there and sad partings take place. To the
freshman finding new friends and the senior wishing old ones farewell,
these two places, so close they are inseparable, mean hello and goodbye
to all State students.^^

Eventually activities around the campanile began to decline, even
though they were never completely abandoned. By the 1960s, the
crowning of the Queen of May began to seem anachronistic, and
the May Day events were eventually abandoned. Baccalaureate services went out of style, too. With the completion of the Frost Gymnasium in 1973, graduation ceremonies moved back indoors.
University band concerts were no longer held outside, nor were
plays. Rock bands sometimes performed on the grass, and even today, they can still gather a crowd. Some of the Hobo Day festivities
continue to be held there, and summer music camps sometimes
use the site for concerts. "Spring Fling" at the sylvan theatre, just
before school lets out, has become an annual affair. Often, students

34. Industrial Collegian, 21 Sept. 1932. When Vice-President Hubert H. Humphrey
received an honorary doctorate from South Dakota State University in 1967, Brookings Police Chief Doug Filholm stationed a security guard in the campanile at the
insistence of Secret Service agents. Interview with Doug Filholm, Brookings, S.Dak.,
18 July 1991.
35. Jackrabbit (1951), p. a
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simply sit or lie around and sunbathe, talk, study, or toss frisbees
on the lawn near the campanile. While still important as a symbol
of the university, the tower no longer marks the center of student
activity the way it used to. Despite the changes that have occurred
over the years, the magnificent gift bestowed on the campus by its
famous 1909 alumnus remains a classy ornament, instilling pride
in the institution and inspiring idealism among its students, alumni, faculty, and employees.
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